
INCIDENTS TO WHICH WE DO NOT ACCEPT FAULT

APPENDIX F 

1. CC-04022010-0008 Our DJ was offered drugs by a male customer. The duty manager 
was informed of this and the police were called. A search was made but no drugs 
were found. We welcome any input as to how this incident could have been dealt 
with better.  It was also accepted by the Police at the mediation that Shooters does 
not have a drug problem. 

2. CC-03022010-0029 We have no report for any incident happening on this night. We 
believe that this incident must of occurred as a result of people leaving New York 
New York as this ties in with their closing time. Please provide more information. 

3. CC31012010-0111 We have no report for any incident happening on this night. We 
believe that this incident must of occurred as a result of people leaving Liquid as 
this ties in with their closing time. Please provide more information. 

4. CC-29012010-0043 Firstly and most importantly we would dispute that this male was 
very drunk. He was ejected from the venue for aggressive behaviour to a group of 
females. Excessive force was not used as it states in the police report. We strongly 
believe that we dealt with this in the correct manner. 

5. CC-26012009-0077 We have no record of this incident. If this report was made to the 
police, I am not sure why it was not followed up with our doorman. Until we get 
further information I can only assume that we have done nothing wrong. 

6. CC-25012010-0013 There was a report written up about this incident. A male and a 
female approached our door but were refused as they were both drunk and the male 
had previously been barred from our venue. The male became aggressive which 
culminated in him attacking our doorman. He was restrained and the police were 
called and he was arrested. I was led to understand that when anyone is arrested 
who is drunk, they are questioned as to where was the last place they drank at. This 
being the case, the police should have a record of this males final movements and 
therefore should be able to vindicate us of any wrongdoing. In the police statement it 
says that these people were drinking at our bar, which is not correct. This relates to 
crime number CF0037060110. 

7. CC-21122009-0023 There was a report written up about this incident. A female 
customer of Liquid slipped over on the ice outside of our venue. 3 male customers of 
ours who were outside having a cigarette laughed about it and a male Liquid 
customer known as Sean Watkins approached one of the males and punched him in 
the mouth knocking a tooth out. The police were called and statements and CCTV 
footage was given to them at the time. This incident should be linked to Liquid and 
not Shooters. Relates to crime number CF0654021209. 

8. CC-07122009-0636 There was a report written up about this incident. A male seemed 
to be having a diabetic seizure so an ambulance was called. On arrival the male 
refused any treatment and left our venue. We strongly feel that our management of 
this incident was fully in line with our licensing objective with regard to public 
safety. 

9. CC-07122009-0012 There was report written up about this incident. A female known 
to us as Cherrie, who is a chef at O’Neil’s appeared to be having an epileptic fit in the 
ladies toilets. An ambulance was called. She had been in our venue less than an 
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hour and was definitely not drunk. We strongly feel that our management of this 
incident was fully in line with our licensing objective with regard to public safety. 

10. CC-02122009-0054 A male had given his jacket to a female earlier in the night. At the 
end of the night the male asked the door staff where his jacket was and was told that 
he had given it to a female and that she had gone home. The male would not accept 
this from us or the police and was arrested for a Section 5. The following day the 
male returned to our venue still asking about his coat and was once again told what 
had happened. At this point the manager noted that the male did not seem to be 
mentally stable. In the police notes, it is stated that there is a fight. This is not 
correct. This relates to crime number CF0620901209. 

11. CC-27112009-0035 There was a report written up about this incident. A previously 
barred male known to us as Ian Griggs forced his way into our venue and refused to 
leave. This male is known for intimidation and violence and so we called the police 
so that they could assist us in removing him. This incident was dealt with in the only 
way that we could comply with the licensing objective of public safety. 

12. CC-19112009-0051 Obviously we have no report for this incident. There has never 
been any question that we run a very tight ship with regards to drugs. This was 
accepted by PC Maddox at the mediation. 

13. CC-29102009-0017 A male in a wheelchair was refused entry for being drunk. He 
became aggressive and stood up and punched our doorman. The control room were 
informed and the police attended and arrested the male. Once again, this incident 
stemmed from a person getting drunk at another venue, which the police should 
have a record of. 

14. CC-23102009-0019 A male came into our venue and went straight to the toilet where 
he proceeded to purposely damage our property. When this was discovered the male 
was approached and the police called. The male agreed to pay damages and was 
sent on his way by the police. At no point did the male have a drink in our venue and 
wasn’t drunk.  There is nothing to suggest we did not manage this incident properly. 

15. CC-10102009-0094 2 males were walking down from Liquid when they started 
arguing. This resulted in one of the males being punched. The control room saw this 
on CCTV and radioed us to find out if the male wanted to make a complaint. He 
ultimately didn’t and both males walked off. Our only involvement in this incident 
was to assist the control room and therefore uphold our licensing objective with 
regard to the prevention of crime and disorder, public safety and the prevention of 
public nuisance.  We have not done anything wrong and this incident does not relate 
to our premises. 

16. CC-05092009-0115 We have no report for this incident. This probably has no 
connection with Shooters and has stemmed from another venue.  Please provide 
further information. 

17. CC-10082009-0050 We have no report for this incident. At no time have we ever been 
informed of any of our staff selling drugs. Our venue has never been associated with 
having any sort of drugs problem, which was upheld by PC Maddox at the mediation 
meeting.
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18. CC-01082009-0156 A male attempted to leave the venue whilst concealing a number 
of bottles down his trousers. He was approached by door staff and the bottles were 
taken from him. He became verbally abusive and was pushed away. He then claimed 
to police that he had been assaulted by a doorman and when the police spoke to the 
doorman they were informed that this was untrue. The police were offered CCTV 
evidence but they declined. 

19. CC-01062009-0030 We have no record of this incident. Please provide further 
information. 

20. CC-29052009-0321 This incident seems to have been reported 3 days after it was 
supposed to have occurred, and we have no record of any incident ever happening.  
Please provide further information. 

21. CC-11052009-0261 We have no report for this incident. Please provide further 
information.  

22. CC-02052009-0125 We have no record of this incident. None of our door staff were 
assaulted on this day and none of them received any compensation. This must relate 
to a different venue. 

23. CC-01052009-0045 We have no record of this incident. On several occasions we have 
contacted the control room to report disorder at other venues. This must be the case 
as we have no incident report to suggest that it occurred at Shooters. This would 
also suggest that we are upholding our licensing objectives. 

24. CC-22032009-0595 We have no report for this incident. I strongly believe that the 
report made to police is completely fictitious. I have absolute confidence that none 
of our staff are capable of such actions and there is no evidence otherwise. Maybe 
this is a disgruntled member of the public. 

INCIDENTS WE DO NOT ACCEPT AND REQUIRE MORE DETAILS

25. CC-22012010-0047 We have no record of this incident, as we believe this would have 
spilled out from another venue and like so many other Incidents gets attributed to 
Shooters due to its geographical location. Further evidence or details need to be 
made available. 

26. CC-27122009-0080 We have no record of this incident, as we believe this would have 
spilled out from another venue and like so many other Incidents gets attributed to 
Shooters due to its geographical location. Further evidence or details need to be 
made available. 

27. CC-20122009-0057 We have no record of this incident, as we believe this would have 
spilled out from another venue and like so many other Incidents gets attributed to 
Shooters due to its geographical location. Possibly relates to CC-21122009-0023 but 
the assailant was not a customer of Shooters, Further evidence or details need to be 
made available. 

28. CC-28112009-0121 If door staff were suspected of taking a wallet, why were they not 
questioned at the time? Obviously the police didn’t believe this if they did why have 
they not fulfilled their job and we are being informed of this some 3 months later?
Further evidence or details need to be made available. 
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29. CC-25102009-0044 We have no record of this incident, as we believe this would have 
spilled out from another venue and like so many other Incidents gets attributed to 
Shooters due to its geographical location. Further evidence or details need to be 
made available as we had refused male entrance by police records, not sure what we 
have done wrong? 

30. CC-04092009-0051 Our records show no assault has taken place and this incident 
relates to a confiscated ID. A male passed another male his driving licence and when 
we refused to let them in and confiscated the ID the male called the police. 
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